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Exact time of the eclipses of eclipsing variable stars is very important information which not only retains its value even after centuries but the value increases with future observations. The accuracy with which the orbital period of the eclipsing binary system can be determined seems incredibly high. The reason is in the long time span over which the timing of the eclipses has been performed. The formula usually applied for the size of the error is given for instance by Batten (1973) as
where e is the error of individual eclipse timing (considered equal for all timings involved), N is the average number of periods between two observed minima and n is the number of gaps between timed minima in the whole interval used (« +1 observed eclipses). For systems with periods close to one day and observed for about a century and with the accuracy of timing of the individual minimum close to 0.0001 day the accuracy of the period determination reaches 1 part in 10.
Often the periods are variable (not only for eclipsing systems) and in such cases we are interested in the changes of the period and the reliability and accuracy of such changes. Thus the error of individual times of minima carries important information about the reality and reliability of period changes.
In the Kwee and van Woerden (1957) version of the Hertzsprung method (further as KvW) based on least squares approach for obtaining the time of the eclipse and its error, stellar magnitudes are generally used. Perhaps the feeling that the brightness scale cannot influence the determined time of the mid eclipse led most observers to the mistaken belief that magnitudes are quite appropriate. This is correct for minima not deeper than 0.5 mag. Our results for two stars show how the difference is detectable for deeper minima.
As a test we used a few eclipses observed by one of us (ZK) with the Swiss telescope at La Silla Observatory in the Geneva photometric system. The KvW method was used for individual colours and also for the combination of colours as Bl + B + B2 (B + ), V + V l + G (VG) and all filters except U (BVG). Computation of the time of minimum and its error was carried out for both magnitudes and intensities. (For the combinations of filters the magnitudes for individual filters were added together without first converting them to intensities).
Three primary minima of BP Mus, two primaries and one secondary of SV Cen were examined using both magnitudes and intensities. The results are displayed in Table 1 . The first column contains the colour of the filter (or sum of colours), second column gives the difference between the time of minimum calculated with intensities (Ti) and with magnitudes (Tm) in days. Further successive columns give errors obtained from intensities (Ei), errors from magnitudes (Em) and their difference (Ei-Em). Below each table is the information about the depth of the part of the minimum which was used for calculation for filters U, V and G. The values of errors are given in units of 0.0001 day. These are rounded values (for clarity) but the original data was handled with higher accuracy. That is why the differences do not necessarily equal exactly the differences taken from the figures in the table.
For the minima of BP Mus we can clearly see that the errors from intensities are mostly less than for magnitudes. We should keep in mind, however, that these differences are within the range of actual errors. Nevertheless this result indicates, that the accuracy of the times of deep minima is better when the intensities instead of magnitudes are used. It is thus desirable to use always intensities for the determination of the exact time of the eclipse instead of magnitudes. The availability of modern computers and calculators makes this an easy change.
The minima of SV Cen show no remarkable difference between the use of magnitudes and intensities. (The systematic negative value of the difference Ti-Tm lies probably in the asymmetry of the minimum of SV Cent). This is most likely to be due to the shallow section of the minimum used for calculation. If the used part of the minimum is not very deep, the logarithmic distortion of the brightness scale has a negligible effect on the accuracy.
It should be noted, that only two stars and only six minima have been examined in this paper. Further investigation based both on observational data and on theoretical (statistical) studies is required to confirm the results presented here. 
